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PREFACE

The attached Report was prepared by the OECD Secretariat

as part of the work programme of the Education Committee and

also 4.n response to a speoific request to the Organisation from

the Seventh Conference of European Ministers of Education.

Based an the results of earlier and current work within the edu-

cational programmes of the Organisation, the purpose of the re-

port is to rrovide an analysis of the educational situation in

Member countries, highligh4 the major issues which emerge and

suggest future priority areas in educational policy.

The analysis is presented in three chapters: Chapter I

deals with the growth in enrolments and with teacher supply;

Chapter II covers the costs of education and Chapter III analyses

the changes which have taken place in educational structures and

in the quality of education. The statistical tables used in this

report have been extracted from national data converted to the

OECD standardized classification so as to ensure at leas'; a

minimum of international comparability. They have been verified

by the national authorities concerned.

The main body of the report is introduced by a statement

on Priority Areas in Educational Policy in which the OECD Secre-

tariat has attempted to draw together the implications of the

main conclusions which can be derived from the analysis. These

were endorsed by the European Ministers of Education at their

Eighth Conference, held in Berne in June 1973.
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education s a Social Servii.ce

Two general conclusions emerge from the analysis, as from

the country statements, with regard to the emerging role of

education in the OECD countries. The first is that education

is becoming relevant to a wider range cf policy objectives than

in the past. In addition to its traditional role of educating

young people, the education service is becoming increasingly

involved in policies for the care of children, and in particular

disadvantaged children, in their very early years of life; in

the provision of services to the family in the context of the

new social role of women; in social equity and tLe relistribution

of income; in the effective adjustment of young people to

working life; in the flexibility of the labour force (including

the social adjustment of migrant workers and their families,

which will be the subject of a special conference curretly

being prepared under the aegis of the Committee of Senior

Officials); in community action to influence the rapidly

changing social and natural environment; and in the adjustment

of individuals to new roles as their pattern of life changes.

If the contribution of education to today's society is to be

seriously assessed, these new objectives must be reflected in

new indicators of educational performance, and related to the

social indicators needed to guide economic growth in the 1910s.

In effect, the concept of education as an investment, which

was endorsed by the Third and Fourth Conferences of European

Ministers of Education, needs to be restated in terms of the

social objectives relevant to the next iecade. The notion

of education as a social services. meeting new needs in society

for adults as well as youth, could serve as a focal point for

a new discussion of the contribution of education to national

needs.

Co-ordination with Other Policies

The second conclusion is that education has to be more

closely related to other policies of governments if the new



social and eco)omic objectives are to be effectively pursued.

Combined operations betveli edloatinn, health, labour market,

science policy and other authorities will be needed. This

need is illustrated by the failure of the educational system

to reduce social inequalities to the extent that some people

hoped. It was too much to expect education to overcome the

constraints of income structure and unequal access to resources,

ac well as the social and psychological barriers which result

from housing and neiebourhood conditions. Nevertheless,

education has a significant role to play in redistributing

life chances if the necessary co- ordination with other policies

can be achieved. These conclusions underline the need for

much closer interaction between education and the ether

policies of governments, the need for more integrated policy/

planning, and for inter-departmental operational programmes.

Basic Education should Continue to be Strengthened

The analysis also shows that even if such new tasks as

those listed above are bound to arise, thu provision of adequate

basic education for young people remains a central preoccupation

of policy in all countries. In those countries which have

achieved full enrolment of the age-group up to 14 or 15 years,

the major task will be improving the quality of education and

developing pedagogical methods which will enable the com-

vehensive principle in secondary education to cater for the

varying talents and needs of children. In others, as is shown

by the special analysis of the problems of the developing

Member countries(1), the improvement in quality will have to

go hand-in-hand with the expansion of basic education for all up

to the age of, say, 14; and both will need to be reconciled

with the rapid development of training in the skills needed to

adjust the labour force to their rapidly changing economics.

The Need for a Strategy of Development

Thus, in all countries, a crucial issue for the 1970s will

bi the balance between the allocation of resources for the

extension and the strengthening of the basic education systems,

provision of facilities for the handicapped, the continued

1) Education in OECD Dyvelooin Countries - Trends and
re-aTectives, CECD, Paris -( orthcoming).
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expansion of higher education, and the development of new

services such as early childhood and recurrent education.

These "hoices cannot be made without a strategy for develop-

lent which, reflecting the historical circumstances and needs

of each country, provides a pattern for the allocation of

resources.

Education

Following the rapid growth of secondary and higher

education in the last two decades, a crucial element in this

strategy is bound to be policies for the 16-19 age-group. It

is in this age-group that choices as between work and higher

educaton take place, and where social selection is at its

sharpest. All countries accept this as a major priority, as

shown by its identification as the main theme of the Ministers'

eighth conference. Options between allocating resources to

extending full-time secondary education for one or more years,

or to some form of further or recurrent education, will arise

in many countries in the 1970s.

More and different options and greater flexibility over

time will be needed so that young people can pursue their

development without arriving at dead-ends in their life careers;

and to mitigate social selection. Recognising that conven-

tional schooling is not the unique way fol. educating people at

this age, such options, over and above differentiated curriculum

choices, would probably have to include subsidised employment

or organised social service for school leavers, in conjunction

with continued training and opportunities for them to return

to full-time education when and if they so wish.

The Diversification of post-secondary Education

The relationship between upper secondary education and

higher education necessarily brings forward the question of

selection into higher education. The -7emodellirg of the

entire post-secondary structure will continue to be a priority

if the changing structure of employment and the sociaJ and

professional aspirations of new social groups demanding higher

education are to be recon.qled. Such changes towa..2(1;; a more

diversified system will to some extent take the edge off the

11



selection problem, in that a more varied and wider range of
opportunities for higher education will result in relating
different types of education more closely to the satisfaction
of personal needs, In any event, Member countries will no
eoubt find it increasingly difficult to support the growth of
higher education at its recent rate and in its present form
in the 1970s.

ZgalSies 1 t rt e ul rir

For all these reasons, the trend towards gresAer
diversification of access and options to higher education, in
terms of space, time and study, seems irreversible. It will
inevitably lead to closer affiliation of non-regular education
schemes for adults to upper secondary and higher education -
including the universities, which can no longer afford to be
separated from the rest of the syetem. A trend in this
direction would moderate the irrevocable nature of selection
into or out of higher education. Public and private resources
and initiatives would, in addition, be lore closely linked.
The rapidly growing provision J informal training for adults in
incItAstrp and in administration should be made more responsive
t5 the overail objectives of public policy, and in the long
run be seen as part of an integrated education and training
system.

Recurrent Education

Such a shift in the responsibilities of national education
and training authorities would be a long and difficult process,
and might be more suc-.:essful if guided by a central policy
concept such as recurrent education, in which the min aim is
to achieve a new structural pattern based on an alternation of
periods of education and work. Such a concept might well provide
the synthesis of a new educational model, which some countries
seem to be in search of, for relating the individual more
effectively to learning opportunities both inside and outside
the educational system.

12



The Search for Relevance

Be that as it may, there are already clear signs of a

new search for all-round relevanoe in eduoation, fooussing

essentially on content and methods, i.e. the substance of

education. Whilst the neutrality of the ourriculum is a

value to be safeguarded, what is taught in schools inevitably

reflects to some extent the needs and values of the community.

In a democratic and pluralistic society, recognising the

differing needs of its individual members, this calls for the

deliberate development of effective participatory processes

at all levels of planning and decision making in education,

involving all the social partners concerned. Moreover, such

participation of the community in the processes of education

may lead to a more open school which is better adapted to the

varying needs of children. It goes without saying that more

participation implies a greater say by the pupils themselves,

and more differentiated and flexible courses and methods to

allow for individual differences.

Teachers and Innovation

The teacher's role is thereby changed and it is clear that

the development of new teacher policies, aimed at releasing the

teacher's initiative and imagination as a manager of learning

situations, is a key area for new policies. Better education

depends largely on the acceptance of these new roles by

teachers. Such acceptance will no doubt depend on the

teacher's participation in the planning of change. and on the

services provided both by the public authorities and the

community itself to support efforts to innovate in the schools.

Indeed, the development of policies to promote and support

innovation in schools is likely to be crucial. This is all

the more necessary in view of the major effort which is still

needed towards a better understanding of how the learning

process operates.

The International Context of Policies

0

All the above developments will increasingly need to be

Waced in the Liternational context. The rapid development

4
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of educational co-operation since World War II, reinforced now

by international cultural exchanges, population movements and

economic and political integration, mean that educational

policies are less autonomous than in the past. Indeed, in the

context of accelerating integration in Europe, explicit policies

for sustaining the diversity of the European cultural heritage

may be called far, even if increased professional mobility is a

necessity of economic development and material progress.

14



Part Two

ANALYSIS OP THE EDUCATIONAL SITUATION IN MEMBER COUNTRIES
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For the purposes of the present analysis the OECD countries

are divided into two geographic groups - European and non-

European. The totals for the European group are intended to

facilitate comparisons with other major OECD population group-

irgs such as Japan and the United States. In the following

discussion, problems of participation are analysed in terms of

the degree of access to education of different age groups, as

well as categorisation by social origin and level of education.

This multiple presentation is useful because of the heterogene-

ity of education systems and the difficulty of drawing sharp

distinctions between various levels and types of education, e.g.

between pre-primary and primary and between primary and secon-

dary. It should be stressed that comparable statistical infor-

mation on education is still difficult to compile and that in

some cases the tables presented in the report are necessarily

based on rough esticlates by the OECD Secretariat using national

data. So far as possible the classification of education used

here is based on the OECD standardised system(1); national data

from which the tables have been compiled were converted to this

classification and thus reflect a minimum standard of inter-

national comparability.

1) See classification of Educational Systems, OECD, Paris,
1972-74(series).
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Chapter I

GROWTH IN ENROLMENTS AND TEACHER SUPPLY

General Charac;eristics

About a quarter of the population of OECD Member countries

are pupils in some kind of formal education - about 180 million

people. Many others are engaged in part-time training or

evening classes - perhaps the equivalent of 15-20 million when

-adjusted tc a full-time basis. Nine million teachers provide

educational services - roughly 3 per cent of the labour force.

Figures on non-teaching personnel are not available for many

countries, but it is clear that the total figure for OECD

countries must run into several millions.(1) Education is

therefore the biggest organised activity in OECD countries, It

is also growing rapidly. In the 10 years 1960-70 the number of

people receiving education rose by approximately a quarter. The

biggest expansion has been in non-compulsory education where

enrolments increased by 26 million, while in compulsory educa-

tion there was also an increase of about 10 million.

As education is largely provided by governments, it may be

assumed that its supply is proximately determined by political

decisions. In many cases, however, the "decisions" were not

explicitly formulated as a "policy", but represented a response

1) In France, in 1970, there were 216 thousand teachers in
public secondary institutions and 138 thousand non-teaching
personnel; see Notes dlinformation du ministere de l'Educa-
tion nationale, Nos. 117 and 119, Paris. In Japan, in
public education as a whole there were one million teachers
and 269 thousand non-teacning personnel in 1970; see Educe-
tional Statistics in Japan 1971, Tokyo. In Great BritinE7-
non-teaching personnel in education as a whole numbered
454 thousand in 1971 compared with 593 thousand teaching
staff. In other countries for which there is information the
the proportion of non-teaching staff is smaller than in the
United Kingdom; see Social Trends No.3, HM00, London, 1972,
p. 170.
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to demand pressures from parents and students. In some areas,

such as pre-primary education, where governments did not all

provide "open access" to educational facilities, private demand

was held in check. In general, private demand has made itself

felt through the mediation of government facilities, but there

are, of course, many countries where private or semi-private

fee-paying facilities are important.(1) However a great many

of these private schools are government subsidised, partioularly

in the compulsory phase of education.

A very powerful influence behind the post-war upsurge in

private demand for education, as in many other spheres, has

been the accelerated growth in real incomes. From 1950-1970

per capita income in OECD oountries rose by 4 per cent a year

while voluntary enrolments rose about 6 per cent a year. In

the inter-war period, when incomes rose very little, the pro-

gress of education was much slower. Real income growth affects

demand in two ways: as people get richer they can afford to

forego the earnings of adolescent children and have enough

income to support them for a longer period in school. The rise

in per capita private income is accompanied by a bigger rise in

government income. Tax structures in virtually all Member

countries are such that when per capita income rises, govern-

ment tax revenue per head of population rises even more rapidly:

hence economic growth both stimulates the demand and provides

the resources for more education.

1) Of those children who were receiving education at the various
stages, the percentages in the private sector were as
follows:

i

France

Germany

'Italy

Japan

(United
ingdom

(1970)

(1969)

(1969)

(1969)

(1970)

Pre-
Primary

Primary First
cycle of
secondary

Second
cycle of
secondary

Technical
and Pro-
fessional

14.6

80.0

94.3

75.5

12.1

13.9

0.5

7.1

0.6

4.4

18.5

6.7

5.0

2.9

912

20.6

11.3

7.5

26.3

6.0

7.3

n.a.

-
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At the same time, it is clear that the relationshi -

tween the social demand for education and the growth of

incomes is an exceedingly complex one. Whilst economic E th

obviol/sly eats limits on the feasible rate of educational

growth, political and personal options reflected in the alloca-
tion of national and family resources are the final arbiter.
In a situation where education is looked upon as providing ac-
cess to equality of opportunity, the social demand for education
tends to result in growth of the private educational sector
even when public resources for education are curtailed. Fur-
thermore, the spread of demand for educational opportunities
to the adult, working population appears to be generating a
new sector of private demand of immense potential significance.
Thus, it seems more than likely that if present rates of
economic growth are sustained in the 1970s, as foreseen in the
official OECD forecasts, the demand for educational facilities
will continue to grow and will face public authorities with
very difficult problems of priorities for expansion. The
following analysis of educational growth at the various levels
of the educational system attempts to sketch out what these
priority problems will be.

Early Childhood Education (3-6 year olda),(1)

Demand for early childhood education has increased rapidly.
From 1960 to 1970 it is estimated that this type of education
expanded at an annual rate of about 4.5 per cent. Public pro-
vision of facilities has been motivated by social as well as

educational considerations, and the social have often predomin-
ated over the educational. Irdeed, in come countries, pre-

primary education is in the hands of welfare ministries rather
than Ministries of Education, though responsibility tends to

1) It should be noted that the discussion here is concerned
with early childhood education, and not with pre-primay.
The pre-primary concept can be misleading when comparisons
are made between countries with different policies on school
entrance; e.g. it is often suggested that United Kingdom
facilities are relatively scanty at pre-primary level (which
is true) but as children there start primary education
earlier, the United Kingdom is above average in its provision
for 3 to 6 year cads.

1)



pass to Ministries of Educedon when the compulsory phase

begins. A change in public policy now seems to be under way,

with greater emphasis on the educational rather than custodial

values, particularly for children whose later learning pro-

.
ceases are likely to be retarded or impaired by early family

deprivation. Several important studies have shown that reduc-

tions in the variance of school performance ea:. be secured more

effectively before the age of 7 than in the later stages of

education,(1) although there is also evidence that these gains

can be lost in later years, which poses the problem of the

relationship of early childhood education to the succeeding

stages of education.

Enrolrunt ratios for the ace-group 3-6 vary a good deal

from country to country - from 96 per cent in Belgium to 4 per

cent in Norway (Table 1) - a difference which is obviously

explained by different social attitudes to the young child and

her/his upbringing. However, statistical information is poor,

particularly in the pre-compulsory phase where many of the schools

are private in some countries, e.g, Italy and Japan. On average

it would seem that about half of the children aged 3-6 go to

school in OECD countries. The age at which compulsory school-

ing begins varies from 5 in the United Kingdom to 7 in

Scandinavia and Yugoslavia; in most other Member countries

obligatory schooling starts at age 6. The large inter-country

variation in provision for 3-6 year olds indicates considerable

past differences in policy. There i.c1 obviously a strong private

demand for this form of education and substantial pressure on

the public authorities to provide mure of it. Sweden has

decided to mdke substantial provision for pre-primary education

in the near future. Finland intends tc make school attendance

compulsory for 6 year olds, and to extend facilities for even

younger children. The Netherlands is considering the advisa-

bility of extending compulsory full-time or part-time schooling

to children aged five or even four.(2) In the United Kingdom

1) nee 13,7,. ??loom, Stabilit and (Than e in Human Characteristics,
Wilby, New York, o , an oom, . Dais and V% Hess,
ompensatory Education for Cultural Deprivation, Holt,

M.nehart and Winston, New York, 1965.

2) ::ee CME/HF(73)2, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, February 1971
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Table 1

ENROLMENT RATES FOR CHILDREN AGED 3 TO 6

(per cent of population at each age enrolled
in academic year beginning at date cited)

Austria 1970
Belgium 1970
Denmark 1970
Finland 196s
France 1970
Germanlai 1970
Greece b 1969
Iceland
Ireland 1970
Italy 1970
Luxembourg 1970
Netherlands 1970
Norway 1970
Portugal 1970
Spain 1970
Sweden (c) 1970
Switzerland 1970
Turkey
United Kingdom 1970
Yugoslavia 1965

Australia 1971
Canada 1970
Japan 1970
(United States 1970

3 4 5 6 3 -6

n,a,
90

n.a,
n.a.
61

n.a.
nee.
n.a,
(0)

n.a.
n.a,

0
n.a,
n,a,
12

n.a.
n.a.
n,a,

6

n,a,

n.a.
5

17
13

n.a,
95

n.a,
n,a.
87

n.a.
n,a,
n,a,
(60)
n,a,
58
84

n.a.
n.a.
43

n.a,
n.a.
n,a,
35

n,a,

n.a.
20
61
28

n.a.
99

n,a,
n,a,
100
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
(90)
n,a,
91
96

n,a,
4
49

n.a.
n.a.
n,a,
98

n.a.

n.a.
85
80
80

97
99

n.a.
n.a.
100
n.a.
98

n,a,
(100)
n,a,
100
99

n,a,
24
98

n.a,
n,a,
n,a.
99

n.a.

100
98

(100)
98

(45)
96
9
6i
88
45
46

(63)
62
(67)
70

W
56
25
(39)

60
(12)

(55)
54
;65)
57

.

(a) The data refer to "places" supplied. The number of children
considerably exceeds the number of places.

(b) Excluding pre-kindergarten.

(c) Includes:

i) children in day nurseries, where children 6 m4nths to
6 years are cared for at least 5 hours a cay, and

ii) children in nursery schools, where groups of children
aged 4-6 play under a teacher's supervision for less
than 5 hours, every day.

N.B. The figures in brackets are estimates based on the assump-
tion that 90 per cent of pupils enrolled in pre-primary
education belong to the age-group 3-5 (for countries in
which compulsory schooling begins at age 6).

Sourccs: See notes in the Annex,
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there has recently been a major change in policy for this age-

group. The intention now is to provide places for 90 per cent

of 4 year olds and half of the 3 year olds by 1980, compared

with 10 per cent provision until now.(1) There would therefore

seem to be a general Ponsensus on the importance of expanding

facilities at this level.

The Age-Grout 7-14

This grouping has been used because it encompasses the

ages at which school attendance is compulsory and complete in

most OECD countries and because the traditional distinction

between primary and first-cycle secondary education is being

blurred by the move towards more comprehensive systems.

Growth in enrolments for this age-group in OECD countries as a

whole was about 0.5 per cent a year from 1960 to 1970; in the

period 1960-65 there was an actual decline in enrolments and

from 1965-70 an increase of 1.7 per cent a year on average,

the variations being due mainly to demographic factors. The

length of compulsory education in Europe varies from 6 years

(in Greece) to 11 years (in the United Kingdom). There are

several countries where compulsory attendance is being increased.

In Denmark the leaving age will be raised from 14 to 16 and in

Belgium from 14 to 15. Southern Europe is the only part of the

OECD area where enrolment is not wore or less universal for

this age-group; school attendance there covers only five-

sixths of the 7-14 age-group (see Table 2), partly because

obligatory schooling i3 of short duration and partly because

of extensive truancy.

In all OECD countries the public sector provides educa-

tional services free in the compulsory phase. For the age-group

in compulsory education equality of opportunity in the formal

sense has been achieved. Nevertheless, the burden of compul-

sion is more severe for poor parents than for those better off,

and in some countries where average income is low (as it is in

Southern Europe) there is still a substantial amount of truancy

and illegal employment of children, just as there was in

Northern Europe some decades ago when incomes were lower. Fur-

thermore, there are several countries where there is an impor-

tant private sector of education attended mainly by children

from upper income groups.

1) cee EcNcation: A Framework for Expansion, H=i, London, 1972.
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Table 2

PULL -TIME ENROLMENT RATES FOR CHILDREN AGED 7 TO 14(a)

(per cent of population enrolled in
academic year beginning at date cited)

Austria 1969 99.8
Belgium 1966 98.0

Denmark 1970 98.1

Finland 1967 99.0
France 1970 98.6

Germany 1969 98.0
Greece 1969 90.7

Iceland 1970 97.4

Ireland 1967 98.9

Italy 1966 87.3

Luxembourg 1970 95.9

Netherlands 1970 99.0
Norway 1970 99.0

Portugal 1970 89.0
Spain 1970 90.2

Sweden 1972 98.8

Switzerland 1970 95.4

Turkey 1968 76.4

United Kingdom 1970 98.5

Yugoslavia 1968 85.9

Australia 1971 100.0
Canada 1970 98.2

Japan 1970 99.q
United States 1970 99.0

(a) In many cases, special schools for handicapped children
are excluded.

Sources: See notes in the Annex.
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Even when there is effectively universal attendance in

public education for the age-group 7-14, there is some degree

of inequality in the d!stribution of expenditure per pupil.

In general, the distribution is such that the poorer facilities

go to the children of poor families. This inequality is most

likely to occur in countries where education is financed

largely from local revenues. This is the case in the United

States where the Coleman Report(1) has recorded the difference

in facilities between areas of different social background.

The most important U.S. policy instrument to reduce these

differences is through the federal spending authorised by the

Elementary and Secondary Schooling Act of 1965. In European

counties, where control by the central authorities is stronger;

there is probably less inequality in resource inputs in diffe-

rent school districts at a given level of education than in

the United States, and there have been efforts to reduce dif-

ferentials and in a few cases even to provide compensatory

facilities in the poorest areas, e.g. the Educational Priority

Areas in the United Kingdom.

Another reason for inequality in some Member countries is

the fact that children are segregated into different types of

school or different streams within schools. A certain kind of

differentiation happens very early in countries where grade

repeating occurs, e.g. in France where it occurs from the first

year in school. In general, French children who are behind

for their age are from the lower income groups, and at the end

of the primary phase they enter that section of the first

secondary cycle which usually leads to early termination of

study. In most countries, the segregation is most severe be-

tween the ages of 11 and 13. At this age some children are

allocated to schools which lead to higher education, and

others, most of them from low-income families, to schools which

are substantially intended to terminate at the end of the

compulsory phase.

Governments have made considerable efforts to improve the

situation by introducing various forms of comprehensive school-

ing or of systems which provide for more flexibility of transfer

of children at different ages. t:omprehensive schools for the

1) James Coleman, Equality of Educational (..onortunity,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 19H.
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compulsory phase are typical in North America, Japan, Sweden and

Norway and have been introduced in Italy and to some extent in

France in the first cycle of secondary education, while both

Denmark and Finland are elaborating plans for reforming the

system along comprehensive lines. In England and Wales, most

of the Local Education Authorities have produced plans for

introducing comprehensive schools, but the progress, timing and

even the form of comprehensive reorganisation vary widely

according to local initiative and decisions.

In the past decade, the social problems of education,

particularly at this level, have been aggravated because of the

large inflow of immigrants. In Switzerland, a fifth of the

labour force are immigrants, in Germany 10 per cent of the

labour force are temporary foreign workers and in the United

Kingdom about 4 per cent of the labour force are migrants from

the West Indies, India and Pakistan. These phenomena of

migration into the most affluent countries are likely to be an

increasingly important feature of the manpower structure. The

migrants themselves have substantial problems of basic educa-

tion and language, because most of them come from countries

with lower educational standards than the host country, par-

ticularly in the United Kingdom where they may have only three

years= education compared with an average of ten years for the

British labour force. The proUems of their children are also

very big, because they have a le:11.ring handicap in that their

family language is foreign, and tl:eir parents have below average

education and incomes. It is obvious that if these children

are to be given a decent education a good deal of compensatory

expenditure will be needed at the very early stages of their

school careers.

Post-Compulsory Education

For the purpose of analysis, post-compulsory education is

divided into three groups: the age-group 15-18, in which the

bulk of the post-compulsory secondary population is concentrated

in OECD countries;(1) those in full-time higher education; and

those in various kinds of post-formal education (which may be

at several levels).

1) All age groupings involve a degree of arbit..ariness. Ir.

some :candinavian countries secondary schooling continues
to age 20, and in France there is a dispersed range of
school leaving from age 18-20 because of grade repeating.



-18 Age-Group
V

On average, only about half of the age-group 15-18 are
enrolled in full-time formal education in OECD countries, but
the situation varies a great deal from country to country. In
the non-European countries an average of two-thirds of this
ago-group is in full-time schooling, in Northern Europe about
half, and in Southern Europe less than a third. Amongst the
Northern European countries, those with the proportionately
lowest provision of full-time education are Austria, Germany
and the United Kingdom, but in all these three countries there
is a policy of providing extensive facilities for part-time
education linked with the introduction into employment.

Information on part-time enrolments is not readily available,
but policies on part-time education differ a great deal from
country to country.

There are basically two types of post-compulsory secondary
education, i.e. schools which provide a preparation for higher
education and schools which are intended to lead directly to
employment. This breakdown is crucial for an understanding of
the contemporary evolution of educational systems in the OECD
countries, both with regard to equality of opportunity and
successful transition into employment. For most of the
countries shown, for which data are available, less than half of
the pupils are in schools or streams which lead to the option
of higher education, There is now increasing policy concern
with the consequences of this for individual life chances, and
several countries are trying to provide a bigger choice of
options and offerings at the upper secondary level as a means of
combatting premature selection and "blind alleys" in the educa-
tional careers of individuals. There are of course very

substantial organisational and pedagogical problems involved
if such an open-option system is to be successfully created,
particularly if subsequent access to higher education is to
be a reality.(1)

1) See Chapter III on structural changes.
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Table 3

FULL-TIME ENROLMENT RATES FOR CHILDREN

AGED 15-18

(per cent of population at eaoh age enrolled
in aoademio year beginning at date cited)

15 16
....

17 18 15-18

Austria 1969 54.8 32.6 23.6 16.4 31.9

Belgium 1966 75.1 61.3 47.0 33.2 54.2

Denmark 1970 85.2 66.8 31.8 23.2 51.7

Finland 1967 (59.2) 51.9 43.5 35.2 47.4

France 1970 80.5 62.6 45.1 29.1 54.3

Germany(a) 1969 54.9 30.8 20.4 15.7 30.5

Greece 1969 56.8 49.1 45.8 26.1 44.7

Iceland n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Ireland 1967 82.4 64.3 46.5 31.8 56.3

Italy 1966 42.1 33.6 27.4 20.2 30.8

Luxembourg 1970 67.9 56.5 42.3 31.2 49.5

Netherlands 1970 79.7 60.6 41.5 28.4 52.5

Norway(b) 1970 94.2 74.6 59.8 46.5 68.9

Portugal 1970 30.1 25.4 22.0 20.4 24.5

Spain 1970 35.0 29.6 22.8 19.0 26.7

Sweden 1972 96.7 74.0 60.8 40.8 68.1

Switzerland 1970 94.6 61.5 52.7 27.4 61.4

Turkey 1968 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. (21.1)

United Kingdom 1970 73.0 41.5 26.2 17.6 39.4

Yugoslavia 1968 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 36.6

Australia 1971 81.5 54.2 37.2 21.6 49.4
Canadatc, 1970 98.0 89.1 77.2 45.8 78.1
Japan 1970 (83.8) (71.0) (74.8) (29.9) (65.8)

United f,tates(A) 1970 97.7 93.5 86.2 53.8 62.9

(a) Excludes part-time compulsory vocational schools.

(b) Includes a very minor number of part-time pupils.

(c) Excludes enrolments in trade schools and schools for
handicapped.

(d) Including part-time students in higher education.

( ) Estimates.

Sources: See notes in the Annex.
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Though data on the growth of enrolment in the age-group

15-18 are by no means complete, it is clear that in the past

decade the average growth rate has been about 7 per cent a

year.(1) Most of this increase has been the result of growth

in voluntary participation. The only significant extension of

the period of compulsory education which took effect in this

period and affected this age-group was in France. Recently the

United Kingdom extended the compulsory age-group from 15 to 16

which will affect future growth rates for this age-group.

Extension of the compulsory school-leaving age has not there-

fore been a major policy issue except in a few countries.

On average 71 per cent of the 15 year olds are at school

whereas only 29 per cent of the 18 year olds are still there

(Table 3). The attrition is due mainly to students completing

cycles of different lengths rather than to drop-out. Many of

those who leave school between the age of 15-18 have no recog-

nised qualification and therefore face serious difficulty in

finding a job. Many of these then take up some form of further

education which is theoretically intended for adults. In most

countries, the bulk of secondary education has terminated before

age 19, but there are countries like Sweden, where people often

stay in school until they are about 20. In France and other

countries with grade repeating the age spread of school leavers

is much wider than in, e.g., Japan where most people leave school

at the same age. The people terminating the full phase of

secondary education were traditionally the bulk of the entry

to higher education, but there is now a growing tendency to

accept other entrants, e.g. those who have not completed the

lull traditional secondary academic cycle and who enter higher

education via the "swelter Bildungsweg", as it is called in

Germany, or mature students who er.ter from work. In other

words, the diversification of upper secondary education is

having consequen.es in modifying the flows into pcst-secondary

education.

In post-compulsory education, inequality of public educa-

ti.:n facilities by social class becomes much more apparent. In

all Oi..n countries - except :.:pain - most forms of public secon-

dary e,Ilication are free, but those who terminate their studies

1) Growth in enrolment for the secondary group as a whole rose
by 4.7 per cent from 19C) to 197f), but a large part of the
secondary group consists of children in compulsory attendance,
where the rate of growth was less than average.



the earliest are generally from the lowest income groups.

There is therefore a striking differentiation in the social

distribution of length of schooling. This applies to all

countries, even those where governments have given greater

emphasis to equality. In Sweden,(1) for example, the average

worker's child still gets about five years less education than

children whose parents belong to the professional and managerial

class, and this situation is probably typical of all Northern

European OECD countries. In Southern Europe the absolute gaps

would be wider. The segregation of pupils into different

streams or schools is greater at this level than in the

compulsory nhase of secondary education.

There are various opinions on the reasons for social differ-

entiation in post-compulsory education. Some writers such as

Burt claim that intellectual ability is unequally distributed

by social group, and would argue that this explains a good deal

of the lower participation rates of the low-income groups,

although the skewness in the social distribution of ability

alleged by Burt is much smaller than the observed disparity in

enrolment in higher education. This position is hotly contested

by other writers who have stressed the unequal distribution of

I.Q. test-taking ability, different styles of intelligence or

of learning, etc. Many of these writers argue that the differ-

entiation is due mainly to socio-cultural deprivation of low-

income children (i.e. living in homes without books, having

parents without much e,:ucation. living in an environment with

children of similar background, and, in extreme cases, experiences

of nutritional defects or inadequate housing). These factors

obviously weaken the educability or learning motivations of

the lower-income groups. Furthermore, segregation, grade re-

peatina and streaming of children by ability tends to intensify

the variance in performance between social groups. For these

reasons, therefore, mover towards a more comprehensive and

flexible educational structure may be (onsidered as tending to

mitigate social stratification.(2)

1) See L. Johanssor, UtbilcIning-Em!sirisk Del, Allmanna Flirlaget,
Stockholm, 1971.

2) A recent survey of the evidence suggests that the mean level
of pupil performance higher in comprehensive than ir
segregated education, though there are obviously case:, where
rapi,1 transition to a comprehensive system may temporarily
reduce mean levels of performance. .lee T. Husen
Background and Educational Career, CERIMECD, Paris, 1972.
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Another, more straightforward, reason why low-income

children get poorer educational facilities than those from the

upper social groups is simply the fact that their parents are

poorer. Education is not free just because fees are zero.

Once education ceases to be compulsory, and children are

allowed to enter the labour market, their time becomes a scarce

resource and the earnings they must sacrifice by staying at

school are substantial. In a family where the head of house-

hold is an unskilled worker, and there are two teenage children,

family income can often be doubled by sending them to work.

In the past decade of rapid economic growth this problem has

diminished and the socio-cultural constraints have become

relatively more important, but there are still many families

in which economic problems are an operative constraint on

access to education.

Higher Education Growth

The expansion of higher education was more articulately

conceived and deliberately planned in the 1960s than in

earlier periods, as is evidenced by the major enquiries and

reform plans for this sector which were set afoot in a large

number of Member countries. This concern of governments was,

of course, motivated by the massive demand for higher education

resulting from the generalisation of secondary education.

However, it is not possible to explain what happened by listing

government intentions. The "swing from science" in the United

Kingthm is a good example: manpower forecasts indicated a

shortage of scientists, the University Grants Committee alloca-

ted more new universit:1 places to science than the humanities

and social sciences, but stucents hat: their own ideas of what

to study. The process of expansion has therefore continuer: to

reflect the strong social pressures of cemar. from individuals.

F:nrolment in hi.-her e_ucation increaser: by 8 per cent a

year from 19-0 to lti70. The number of students rose from

? million to million in the European Member countries and

from to 14.5 in countries combned. Governments have

respone,.: to grcwth of dealer:. for e%ucation at the higher levels

by proviiLin both e:lucaticnal facilities ant: ational resources

for student maintenance in the form of loans an grants. They

have also create,: a wide rance of new options an. types of
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higher educational institutions to meet variations in individual

requirements and to democratise entry to higher education. One

of the problems in this respect is the difficulty in achieving

parity of esteem between universities on the one hand and non-

university establishments on the other which have a higher pro-

portion of low-income entrants and do much less research than

universities.

The growth in student numbers has not been steady. Recent

figures for total enrolments and new entrants into higher

education indicate that in Canada, France, Japan, Sweden, the

United Kingdom and the United States growth has slackened off

since 1968. However, in other countries, the momentum of

expansion has continued so it is difficult to discern a general

trend. To some extent these ,variations are due to demographic

and economic factors; other influences which are difficult to

analyse such as student attitudes have obviously been important,

It is difficult to make internationally valid comparisons

of enrolment rates in higher education because the age of

entry and the duration of studies vary considerably.(') In

Denmark, for instance, the average student completes his course

in seven years whereas in the United Kingdom the average student

finishes in three or four years. In the United Kingdom, most

students enter university at 18 but in Sweden the age is 20.

Drop-out rates also vary a good deal from country to country.

Probably the best summary way of measuring the degree to which

each generation participates in at least some higher education,

is to show the ratio of new entrants to the population of the

modal year of age which is characteristic of entrants to higher

education (Table 4). Unfortunately, comparable information on

entrants to higher education is only available for some coun-

tries. In European countries it would seem that, on average,

about a fifth of the relevant age-group now has access to

higher education in some form or other, compared with half in the

United :tates. However, the figures range from per cent in

Turkey to about 3() per cent in Belgium, Denmark, the Wilted

Kingdom and Yugoslavia. Figures for enrolments by single year

of age are shown in Table 5; this table shows clearly the wide

range of systems which prevail in ::ember countries. However,

111011.111111

1) These problems are discussed at length in Development of
Higher Education 1950-67: Analytical Peoort, qeD, Paris,
1971, PP. 68-77.
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Table 5 is not directly somparable wfth Table 4, because Table 5
incluoes some students in secondary education in those countries
where the secondary phase lasts until are 20.

In most Member countries university enrolments still form
the bulk of higher education, but there are significant excep-
tions. In the Netherlonss an the United Xingdom universities

account fss only halt or enrolments In higher ecucation. The
rate o growth of the nsn-university sector has been slower than
that of univreitins in Murope, but in tl:e nen-European countries
it is the non-university sector which has taken the 'eat:. At
the postra,'Is...ts level. the growth rates have, throughout the
9,0s, been hirhe- than ttore of the levels helo-: In most

inustria:lise;. Member countries.(1) :!omparable dote are

lartits.tla'y .ifficult to put together for this level, but it
is significant that this rate of growth showe no sign of
sirri*:icant ,,iminution at the beginning of the '70s, in spite
of cut-back measures and difficulties with the employment situa-
tion.

!U-ses ucatIon its! of Opportunity

The differential ir aecess to cs.ucation by s:.cisl c.ass is

most ma-ken, in hirher a ucation, where. in the mid-1960s, upper-
chllsren ha, severe' times more chance

univers;!:: thar workers, chilsren. Furthermore,
here :s iiisciminat.on Am choice of establishment ant:

field of stdy. :to.ers from t,e hiher income groups choose
urivers es over other estai,lishmente an. are pre-ominant in
brar.r:ec whiO. to 1:ke law and

!h:.t:r!1.ati.n it ercation ha.

fn.:Iter

;.artic.;at:or. ::at a:: it tvtarte,i

'rm i .e7rJ .t te b":". of the extra

.
ear;sw 1,14!.a.

%rd
t"1416 -f



Table 5

FULL-TIME ENROLMENT AT AGES 19-25

(per cent of population at each age enrolled
in academic year beginning at date cited)

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Austria 1969 10.4 8.7 7.5 6.7 5.6 4.5 4.4

Belgium 1966 24.4 16.9 13.0 7.3 5.2 3.4 n.a.

Denmark 1970 18.0 14.7 14.8 14.6 12.5 10.9 (9.3)

Finland 1967 26.9 20.6 19.0 17.9 16.7 14.2 n.a.

France 1970 19.5 16.2 15.6 12.6 9.7 6.5 6.9

Germany 1968 12.6 10.6 9.5 9.1 7.5 6.9 5.8

Greece 1969 (20.7) (20.1) (18.6) (7.9) 6.7 4.9 3.7

Iceland n.a, n.a. n.a, n.a. n.a, n.a. n.a.

Ireland 1967 16.7 10.0 6,8 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Italy 1966 15.5 10.0 7.0 4.5 3.0 1.5 n.a.

Luxemboarg 1970 e2.2 14.9 11.8 9.2 6.8 4.5 n.a.

Netherlands 1970 :" A 15.1 11.1 8.4 6.7 5.1 4.6

Norway 1970 31.7 22.6 19.5 17.1 14.2 11.4 n.a.

Portugal 1970 16.3 13.0 9.5 7.5 6.4 5.4 5.7

.:pain 1970 16.7 19.0 11.0 6,7 6.4 6.6 5.8

:weaer. 1972 24.0 19.8 17.9 16.5 13.9 11.8 9.6

:;witzerland n.a. r..a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Turkey n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a, n.a, n.a. n.a.

United
Kingdom 1970 14.3 12.4 4.6 n.a.

Australia n.a. n.a, n.a, n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

,:anada(a) 1)7(1 31._ 25.) 21.0 12.E 8.3 5.5 4.A

Japan 1)7(; (:,.-1 (1'i.',) (11.7) n.a. n.o, n.a. n.a.

1:niteii

rates 197'; 4'.9 ('5.4) s: H.7) 114.') I n,a.

(a) 1:,v.ludes enrolment Jr. trade schools and schools for
IJtrdic%pped.

( 'Atinatec.

it sho,ild :N.7± rnted th:t not i11 the penple In these nge-
rcurs or' In higher edu.7nt!on. 7r. !'weden, 1 substantial

number of I and year olds nrP still it secondary
school.

Sources: :lee notes in the Annex.
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however, further remedial policies to correct the nituation in

higher education may not be of high priority, becauoe the prob-

lem does not originate at the higher level. 0''0D ntudiee and

country revie.-.1 have shown that the waotage of talent in great-

est at the secondary level, and that there in not much social

discrimination in transition to university of those who have

graduated successfully from secondary school, nor is there much

coclal diecrimination in drop-outs from higher education. This

in no largely because many governmento now provide grants and

loans on a substantial scale for those in higher education. Not

all oovernments provide explicit financial support for pupil

maintenance at the secondary stage, though thin is done in

France, Norway, ;:wedeh and :Iwitneriand.(1) There are, of

course, vocial security child allowances and parental tax

relief' for children attending secondary school but these are

not large in relation to earnings foregone, and the tax reliefs

are indeed of less value to lower income groups than to the

upper.

All the evidence points to the conclusion that the probleM

of equality of access to higher education cannot be tackled in

isolation and calls for measures at all levels of education,

i.e. expansion or pre-primary education to overcome some or the

early socfo-cultural deprivation of low-income children, evening

up of public facilities for compulsory education offered in

different seLool districts and elimination of grade repeating;

reduction of streaming and differentiation in secondary school-

ing and expansion or facilities for secondary education; help

in overcoming the economic problems of low-income families; bet-

ter proV :!i 'Hi for re-e:.try into edttea t. for those who have
aft t'ea'l starte,, work.

Adl, 41 pvt. exit or riift in
ta t :,' t t S ,if !trl flyer/lite Vrt I up

vr. 4.44. ompare..! will. oriv:Is for only 1 per
oen U !. ix. 1. irimi it. I f` X v i fir the
/IN. 1;iry 11 t!t, t veof. :ve:11 uvrar.f

re:: .1: i . -.! !:. I. 0.a Fs. 11.1.1 Is 1111011
;!':1:.. : : .; azi1 Preto+ !'r.

11 r. c.,:.I,; ;:f ::':...z .:itio.:1t. (tAlt !..!t!
a::...' ,:.I.:' wit :11 I I' h ,it' t.l.e pre.-
.";1 :1 ; : t 1!. !.1". 1 I:. . W j t.:1; l ;11,1i': i-t'l ::f-::.: of ...I:0'5f.

,if :tver:ire."1:11 .i II': i, .



The Labour Market for Graduates

In the 1960s, there was great emphasis on the contribution

which an increased flow of graduates might make to economic

growth, and many governments reinforced their support to educa-

tional expansion for this reason. However, there is now a con-

cern in some countries that the supply of graduates may be ris-

ing too fast. It is, of course, very difficult to judge what

is meant by too fast except in terms of measured "returns" from

education which are not available for short-term comparisons.

It is certainly true that the production of graduates increased

more rapidly than ever before in the 1960s. There was a lag of

several years before the post-war outflow of graduates matched

the accelerated growth in enrolments, so the stock of graduates

did not start increasing significantly in most countries until

the mid-1950s. Accelerated economic growth had greatly increased

the demand for graduates - a demand which could not be met by

the limited number of people trained in pre-war and wartime

years. Most countrieb therefore felt and proclaimed that they

had a shortage of high-level personnel until well into the

19t:Os. This situation was itself a major stimulus to the supply

of graduates. In the 1960s higher education enrolments accelera-

tl further - with an annual rate of growth of 8 per cent. As

a result the outflow of graduates increased further in the mid-

19t=os, Comparative figures are not readily available on the

growth in stock of trained people but in France and Japan, for

instance, the stock of graduates increased by about three-

qaxterc from 196,, to 19,i9, an:: in the '.:nited :;tates the stock

increaced by rLore than nalf.

!n 1)7-71 tnere were cignc of a weakening in the labour

market for educated people in a few countries, e.g.

Ainada, the ::sited :tates, the '.:nited Kinedom and :4eden. In

all tl.:ece countries, new grad ate: from biener educational

inrtitutionc experienced longer delay:. in findinr an
there waz zo e eviden,::e of ur.employment amonezt estatlinnt

_ semis*; an: engineers within the Mite,: :tatec. 1r m.,st

e.intries there is inrufficien*, infQrmation t tell whether the

relative incoz.er of gradi.zatec '_save L:,ffere.1, an! wae iffereL-

tLalc are ...:wally fairly cticky 1;ecau:;e :Le 1:trectl: of pro-

fef;cior.al ort:anivations. however, there iz some evidence of

7,
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graduates taking jobs below their expectations, and in .Japan

for example (where the supply of graduates is very large) the

differential between emoluments of those with higher and secon-

dary education has been reduced.

It uhould be noted that most of the countries where gradu-

ates have experienced job problems have in fact been those in

which there wan a general recession in economic activity. Thin

is a fairly new thing for the pout -war period, since in moot

other previous temporary phases of recession, graduate unemploy-

ment hay not oecurred on any noticeable male. The recent

unemployment La:: in any cave not been dramatic and was cushioned

by migration and entry into lowe -level jobe than were antici-

pated. however, in the !inIted .:taten, the niaekening in demand

for scientioto and enneers was clearly not just eonjunctural.

It stemmed also from the major eutback in government-sponvored

epace and militar; research projects. This had repercussions

IL the "nited Kingdom and i:anada an well , because those countries

had previduriy supplied graduate emi .antn to the United tales.

ha:.::e 1 :. :fivrnment pons;:, which took effect in a

period recession, ie probably the main rearon why the problem

has loome: larger than it Las in previous post-war ecensionn.
,tr rap 1:: concerned, !t could he argued that the

re'sim on enueat:oL is unlikely to fall bet:111.w° the

t'_(4 .'I':t,:'.i:.ete: i. mlativly muol. lower dirt :: In the !1:ited

: tater, :raduute different:alr have remained stacle
".his I. 4 powerful ar,-;:..nt, it it :haul -: be

te: u::er ,:raduater IL jobs with luWer

fLaL tf) w1.11. uropeaL graduate.. have traliti ?Lally
;1. tLat e:.tf.q.int 4 pLa::e where gau-

ate .t:;.irationr w:11 !e well

wlti 4M0!:ect

Jws:vt:r, wIl .Lrt. lived,

w:1! rP9-;:re:.Jentr upwarrh.,

I 1 1.e a :.f: 14 1. s.;:. : *, l anoI r fr,r,

t a T:irf. :ree:: in .rlor alloeateA

!! -., . rit:
*.ew 'AFk, w-h% arg..:es tl.a the -viteif 7tates

.



Summing up, it seems that the fundamental problem is not

so much one of unemployment, but of better feedback between the

rapidly evolving labour market, professional qualifioations,

the supply of education and social demand, Whilst forecasts of

the likely demand for graduates can play a useful role, the

experience o.V the 1960s has made it clear that manpower plann-

ing is a rather crude tool which usually implies a rigid view

of adjustment possibilities or job suostitutions in the labour

market. Analysis of costs and benefits as a guide to the plann-

ing of investments depends upon historical rates of remuneration

which may change substantially in future. The situation will

probably never be easy to predict in view of the long lead-

times involved, but it would certainly be helped by better and

more frequently collected information on earnings and unemploy-

ment by level of education and age, Policy-making would also be

aided by making the cost of education more explicit. More careers

guidance for students would obviously help. Most important

of all is the development of more diversified and flexible post-

secondary structures which enable the individual to adjust his

qualifications as he proceeds in his career, with much more

interplay between education and professional experience. A

development in this direction would indeed seem to offer most

hope for an effective feedback between the labour market and

education.

Post-Formal Education

There has been a generally rapid growth in facilities for

post-formal education in the past decade, whether in the form

of on-the-job training, part-time cultural activity, or various

forms of institutional po.t-formal training. A good deal of

the expansion has been stimulated by legislation, and most of

these programmes now receive government finance. In France,

under the acts of 1916, 19E9 and 1971, the right to leave of

absence with pay has been guaranteed to all workers up to 2 per

cent of enterprise payrolls, or 3 per cent in the case of

"cadres". In Germany the "zweiter Bildungsweg" was introduced

in 1964, which enabled students to prepare for entry to higher

education without going through the gymnasium, and the Vocational

Training, Training Promotion and Employment Promotion Acts were

introduced in 1969. In .:weden labour training is very important.



In the United Kingdom, the Industrial Training Act of 1964

introduced a grant-levy system to facilitate industrial train-

ing. In Canada the Occupational Training of Adults Program was

introduced in 1967. In the United States the Manpower Training

and Development Act was introduced in 1962, and the Vocational

Education Act in 1963. The last decade was therefore a period

of particularly intensive activity on the training front.

Some of these post-formal educational activities are

coyered by the available statistics of education where they

involve attendance at courses in public institutions. However,

many of the activities are organised in the form of on-the-job

training, or by private sector agencies, such as secretarial

'schools or by groups such as trade unions and co-operatives,

which do not figure in ordinary education statistics, so that it

is very difficult to get an idea of their total scope. In some

countries information is available which makes it clear that

these activities involve substantial numbers of people, but as

the training activity is generally on a part-time basis, the

figures should be adjusted downwards before they are compared

with the population receiving full-time education. In Sweden

for instance, about 2 million people are involved in some kind

of part-time, post-formal education as compared with 1.5. mil-

lion in the formal education system, but on a full-time equiva-

lent basis, the post-formal activity is probably not much more

than 10 per cent of the activity in formal education. Surveys

in :7anada and France show that or. -the -job training schemes in

these countries are fairly extensive. Ir. Prance, a million

workers are involved in such schemes (about 5 per cent of the

labour force), and in Canada half a million workers (about

C per cent of those employed).

In recent years there has been a growing awareness of the

reed for a more coherent view of these training opportunities

and the develcpment of a more articulately conceived relation-

ship between them and the formal education system. The search

for an enlarged view of education as a life-long process has been

expressed in the term "recurrent education", a concept which has

been much discussed ir: OE ::!(1) and in many countries, e.g.

Evince, :'cundinavia and the United .states. In its strongest

1) .'ee iecurrent Education: A :strategy for Lifelong Learninc,
Tario, 1973.



form the concept of recurrent education involves not simply

supplement to existing educational opportunities, but a major

restructuring of secondary and higher education pY?ograssnes and

certification procedures so as to provide an alternative to

continuous youth e,Jusation, as well as a considerable increase

in expenLlitre on maintenance grants for mature students who

re-enter edusation without the hitherto necessary credentials.

The :',upplY of Teachers

At all levels of education and in virtually all countries,

governments have increased the input of real resources per

pupil. ever the past two decades, teacher input per pupil year

hae risen about 20 per cent or: average in OEs'S cosntries. The

'change has occurred in all countries and at most levels of

education, but has been carried furthest at the pre-primary and

primary levels. This has permitted a reduction in the officially

required teaching loads, a decrease in class size, and an in-

crease in the variety of course offerings. There has been an

increase in non- teaching personnel and a general improqement in

the qualifications of teachers and substantial efforts to

improve curricula. (1)

Nevertheless, it i interesting to note the wide range in

pupiliteacher ratios in different countries, which shows impli-

citly the range of different pclicies which countries pursue.

We do not know what impast these policy differences have on

pupil performance or what benefits countries have achieved by

using such substantial extra resources to reduce class size.

It is not clear Low mach further countries are likely to go in

this :iirection, when there are presssres to increare tie edu,a-

tion budget, e.sr. by irsreasing the propnrttin of the population

which en:;sys elucational facilities, particularly at ce(;on-

dary level where vApil:teacer raioo are already .. a

p.006 deal lower than at the primary: level.

'hares in pupil/teacher ratios are larsely decided by the

authorities on the *Laois of an assess:sent of ss!ago,:isal neess,

the state of the buii-et und pre: sure from teahers! unions. it

would seem from the evilence availalle that a reduction in the

1) 'hapter 1-]T on s'han:,,es in the .ssali.,y of ishIsation.



pupil/teacher ratio has been given high priority in most coun-

tries, though it is not yet clear what impact this has had on

the quality of pupil performance. At all events, there is no

clear evidence that reduction in class size(1),within the ranges

now prevailing in OECD countries, has much direct impact on pupil

performance.

It is difficult to aseesc what changes are likely to : :eve

occurred in the level of academic achievement in the past de-

cade.- In most :.:ountries the reduction of class size was in-

tended to provide an improvement in quality, and there has also

been an increase in the ratio of qualified teachers and in in-

service training for teacher6. However, objective evidence of

the performance of children in schools is rather difficult to

find. In the United Kingdom, for example, there are regular

surveyr of reading ability, but their usef,ilness as an indica-

tor 'nar. teen.challenged. ;:;xamination performance figures are

availatle over long periods of years for a nur.ber of countries,

but often the marking procedure is itself designed to acljove a

steady overall average an.i range lf performance. The only major

concluolon whicil car. be drawn is that ::ere r) clear evidenee

of significant changes in the quality of 1:upil performance.

Pecently, the 7E1, in :tockholm lids carried oqt a serieE, of tectL:

of educational perfomanee in r..athematicc, r.:;a::ini7 ability,

;:oiftce, literature, civic eduoatf-f., .1.'enci. ani Ac:if,n, which

permit a t.o.:.ipa7.ison of level:: ay.e.:::ient in twelve of the

eountriel:. resul:.! a fairl:! wide range in per-

forman,:e for mathematict: :feienQe coAntrier,

thouc1. tl.e range is not near]y ro wi:e ci. 1 ir in comvarin
wit:. :;eneLalli

perfomance r pupils at ti.e termi.nal secon-

,:ar:: level lowest 1.1 (fontreL: where ti.e proportion of ti.e

ai:e-:..roup enrolled iv there is 1es:, inter-r' untr;;

variation in tl.f! level of performan.e of tl.f: deoile of

s) it would 1.e mi;:lea.Li!.i: to ,:oni:i:e tl.at he expanoion

of enrolmentr leNdr. to lower quality.

7here tire several dimcncionn for :',124:1. the quility of

eduation. 'ne iF t1.e average level of pup:1 performane, which.

,:epe on the quality of the facilities; offered, and now hard

1) in pupil/teacher no :Nst
f:ize, they may also lea.: to a reductif;n in teao1.in,:



the pupils work. However, the quality of an education system

also depends on the degree of variation in pupil performance.

There will always be a fairly wide range because of variations

in academic ability. But some education systems seem to widen

the "natural" range by procedures such as grade repeating,

differentiation of pupils into different types of school by

rigid streaming within schools, and differentiation by sex.

There are obviously a number of other factors which affect

quality such as the relevance of the curriculum, the degree to

which schools develop affective qualities and personalities of

children. These topics are admittedly of the utmost importance

but obviously too wide to be discussed here.

Table 6

PUPIL/TEACHER RATIOS IN OECD COUNTRIES

1950 1970

Average Range Average Range

Pre-Primary 32 11 - 47 27 17 - 51

Primary 32 13 - 45 27 17 - 38

Secondary 21 10 - 46 13 10 - 33

Higher 14 4 -39 12 5 -26

:source: These figures are OECD l'.ecretariat estimates based on
data from national sources. The figures for 1950 are
less reliable and cover fewer countries than those for
1970.



Chapter II

THE COSTS OF EDUCATION

In the course of the 1960s, the cost of education increased

by about 15 per cent a year on average in OECD countries. The

growth rate has varild by level, being 13 per cent for primary,

16 per cent for secondary and 20 per cent for higher education.

This compares with a growth in national product in money terms

of about 9-10 per cent a year.

There were several factors betind the rapid growth of

costs. The growth in enrolments was about 2.4 per cent a year,

but varied from about 0.5 per cent at the compulsory level,

4.7 per cent at pre - primary. about 7 per cent at post-compulsory

secondary and 8 per cent for higher education. The expansion

was fastest at the most expensive levels, sa a weighted average

rf enrolments is needed to judge the impact that the growth in

enrolments is likely to hav,:, had on costs. This shows that the

increase in enrolments accounted for an increase of about 3 per

cent a year in real costs.

There was also an improvement in the amount of facilities

available per pupil. The decline in class size affected all

countries and most levels )f education. Not much direct compara-

tive evidence is available on non-teaching resources per pupil,

but if they increased at the :lame rate as teacher inputs, the

rise in all inputs per pupil probably c.litributed about 1 per

cent a year to the increase in the education bill.

Government expenditure cn student maintenance and welfare

in higher education has increased very fast in the past decade,

and although these items are still nit m,-,re than 15 per cent of

government current expenditure -11 edueatin. they may have

added 1 per cent a year tc the annual bill f..1r education as a

whole.

The general experience inflatin in :)ECD countrier was

something in the order 5 per cent a year. This affected all

levels of education bec.ause it led to increases in the price of

4?
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educational equipment and book.s, and to rises in teacher sala-

ries to keep pace with the rising cost of living.

Finally, education is a sector of the economy where product-

ivity growth, in the sense experienced in the manufacturing in-

duutr:i. hae generally nut occurred. Nevertheless, teacher

salaries have rien in real terms more or less parallel with

those in the rest of the eooomy, i.e. the education budgets had

to provide teahers with a risieg standard of living ac well as

the offset to rising prioec mentioned in the previous paragraph.

This item has added about 4 per oent a year to education budgets.

Thus the 17, per vent average unwell increase in costs in the

1 Hee can Lie broken (beau rouehly ao follows: '1, per cent increase

a year due to growth or enrolments, l per cent to increased in-

pats :er 1 per ent a year to the growth in aid to

t t.o h:. :11.:ra ri;: in prices, and 4 per eent

eu te tie .tre.in.tivi*e lee ie

it. 1.kele tr relo in educational eosts, all

fa .tore enumeneted the paragrapho need to be

taken o aeceein t . ; el.° lment ie cleterMin.?a proximately

by t)verhmet. be: 1-1.er.1 e ieeely un publie preseure for school

er le cee-tieeal :system~ which largely have

It i.F' -.; t.0 rred t what the future rate of
,r w.l. tiee.e uey :el.a7kening, it

e ... to e. v, ..e A; ,dieDted abore, the

ec;,etlue -f ha.. oe!..nued to .perow:e

/--e* '1U140. ;,!:1( n1 l NI?

ha' I fiit:Ir. 1.-artic:ularl;;
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substantial improvements in pupil/teacher ratios that have al-

ready been achieved, a more explicit examination of other routes

to the improvement of quality will be imperative.

The scope for reducing the rate of growth of expenditure

is probably greatest in higher education where costs per pupil

year are highest. 1r some countries the average length of first

degree courees is extremely long, e.g. the Netherlands and Den-

mark, and the Netherlands authorities have now taken steps to re-

duce the first phase of study to four years. There is now a ten-

dency to split up courses into smaller units which should give

treater flexibility. It dues not appear that countries are con-.

temp!at!ng a redu-tion in leie-th of study by shortening univer-

gity 7a.atiunu whiA are usually much longer than those eleewhere

in the edlinsitin system and a are not very produotive a,a-

demically. Other options for coot reduction involve more wide-

spread uze ',.t modern technology, includine: education through

television and other forms of mass media. These are being tried

in several :ountries, notably le "TeleKollegs" in Germany and the

Open University in the United Kingdom, thou01 it is too early yet

to uay what :mpa.t these new media are likely to have on unit

.ost.i awl whether they will lower -osts at all

::oro intnsive use of .,.hoof an:: university buildings .an be

-liov,-e by :u:;:: o-orAi!lation uf the different soeial ;ro-

gra=es. oJp1.1..t:atiot: varety ci' ;.rovision now being

nade in so :ndal;, JCi!,10 1.! .r (Id with the f.r )w:ng ,i,,mand "or

:t i. fcr to:. t a,:', '. ,;t:1 !.a.: led
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and administrations with varying interests and responsibilities.

Added to these are problems of ownership, management, distribu-

tion of capital, running and maintenance costs.(1)

It is sometimes argued that costs could be reduced in

higher education by a reduction in drop-out rates. However, drop-

out rates cannot be used as indices of efficiency because the

variations arise mainly from differences in policy. For

example, the French university system ie open to everyone with a

baccalaureat and the British university system is more selective.

Lower drop-out rates in the United Kingdom do not therefore re-

flect greater productivity. The "open door" system practised in

Continental Europe and the United States means that many candi-

dates are admitted who cannot complete the course. The social

cost of these systems is the output that the student would have

produced if he had been working, and outlays for his incomplete

education. On the other hand, selective systems reject some

people who might have earned a degree, and the loss of their

potential earnings is a significant loss to society.

As conventionally measured, public and private spending on

education represent about 6 per cent of the gross national product

of OECD countries. On a more comprehensive view the figure would

be considerably higher for three reasons. In the first place,

about 60 million pupils are above the age of compulsory schooling

and allowance should be made for earnings they would have had if

they worked. Secondly, some argue that an estimate should be

included for the rental value of edu!ational buildings. This is

difficult to assess as the buildings often have no alternative

commercial use, but they should not be considered as a free

resource just be:ause the rental cost is not made explicit by

present conventions of public accounting. Finally, the educa-

tional process includes a wide range of activities outside the

existing purview of education authorities. On-the-job training

and await :du,:ation :A: various kind> and, in sore countries, pre-

pr:mary education., are handled by oter minist,..ies. Allowance

for thes-L. "pc:r4heral" forms of edi:at:cn :ould sometimes add

conziderabl:; to :xistint; budgets.

1) trends concernine: educaticnal building see Chapter III,
section or. Improvements in :;chccl Fuilding. See also

1/211din4 Resources and their :ffective 'Ise, OECD,
Faris, 1966.



When these various components of cost are added together

they suggest that education is an activity that absorbs about an

eighth of the incom.J or potential income of the OECD area. But

it should be stressed that it is di°ficult to express education's

claim on resources very precisely. If earnings foregone and im-

puted rent are included as part of the cost of education, the

total should not be related to GNP, but rather to GNP augmented

to include these and some other imputable items. Furthermore,

education budgets are not always comparable between countries -

welfare payments for school meals and milk are much bigger in

some countries than in others. Expenditure on research also

varies a good deal from country to country and often a large part

of it is financed outside the educational budget.



Chapter III

CHANGES IN EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURES AapT3 THE,

QUALITY OP EDUCATION

The preceding analysis shows how continued educational

growth over the last twenty years, both in terms of numbers of

children and equality of opportunity, has been accompanied by

major organisational and structural changes. The broad nature

of these changes, the extent of which varies in the Member

countries (and in fact partly reflects a country*s stage of

educational development), emerges clearly from the analysis.

These structural e'velopments have necessitated equally signi-

ficant, though less clearly perceived, pedagogical changes.

The traditional systems of education, with dominantly dlitist

goals, are being thereby transformed into ones where a broadly-

based equality of opportunity is the central objective. More

flexible educational structures and practices have been recog-

nised as a necessary condition for education to meet the vary-

ing needs of the mass of young people now being retained in the

educational system.

Structural Changes

The main trends and issues in structural development have

been analysed in considerable detail in previous OECD

reports(1); only the most salient points relevant to policy

need theref)re be taken up here.

At the .pre-nrimar/ level, when-, the analysis foresees

rapil t;rwth in most countries during the 1TIOs, new policies

1\ See in particular C'Infr,rence 'n Policies f:r Educational
Growth - General Report: Educational Polfciee for the 1270s,
oRTD, Paris, 1971; bevelooment of Secondar/ Education:
Tr.nds and Implications, OECD, 1-/E",: Devt:l..nmnnt cf Higher
Education 1950-1)67: Analytical Rely,rt, OECD, 1971; "Toward
Hew Structures Post-secondary Education", OECD Document,
1):1; keourrent Education, n. cit.
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are in the course of being defined in many countries. Wide

variations exist between countries as to the relative importance

attached to the main goals served by early childhood education,

e.g. compensation for social and cultural disadvantage, service

to the family, early sooial and cognitive experience for the

child. However, behind such varied goals lies growing reoog-

nition of the need for professionally isullported growth in these

critical years of the ch;.1des cognitive, social and emotional

development. If this is the case, policies will be needed to

ensure the effective pursuit of the specific objectives of early

childhood education and its co-ordination with the succeeding

years of compulsory education.

Up to now, it is at the compulsorY school level that the

structural impact o1 educational expansion has been most felt.

The two main features have been:

a) the extension of compulsory schooling, generated

largely by increased voluntary enrolments, and

resulting in the gradual merging of primary with

lover secondary education;

b) postponement of selection s'c this level so as to

provide a longer period of common educational

experience for all children, as a necessary foundation

for both academic as well as professional training.

Whether through comprehensive schools or flexible parallel

educational streams with transfer between them, the aim has

been to give children from -7ifferent social classes a more equal

chance, particularly as between the general/academic and tech-

nical/vocational streams. And although the main debate has

been on different types of schools, the fundamental underlying

issue is whether or not schools can provide learning opportu-

nities suited to the varying needs of the children themselves,

rather than to the needs of selection into the upper secondary

r post-secondary institution'.

Two major problems arise here. First, the traditional

acadf,:mic curriculum is unsu' able for a large number of ado-

lczcents, that the atter.e to provide more relevant courses

f'r them t.nds to reinforce social selection. Secondly, the

attempt t2 mwe from separate streams to clPsses fl children

aD varying background and ability appears to run into difficul-

ties because i' needs a ne.', cedhgical apprcach. Thus. behind

the structural changes lies a funcamen1.1 pedag-gical question:

can we accept the varying needs of Individuals in a pluralistic

5';



society, offer a variety of choice in courses, and promote the

personal development of young people by pedagegical methods

which allow more influence over her or his own learning? The

answer would of course imply fundamental changes in the tradi-

tional academic curriculum and in the traditional role of the

teacher.

These problems are particularly acute for the large number

of "low ability' pupils, mainly from socially disadvantaged

families, who leave compulsory education without formal educa-

tional qualifications, marketable skills or propensity to return

to education at a later stage.

d4lemma becomes sharper when one moves to a considera-

tion of the upper secondary education level. At this lete.2.

difficulties of integrating the academic (i.e. preparation for

entry into higher education) and the technical/veeational

(i.e. labour market orientation) streams have been experienced

in a number of countries. Many have set up a more polyvalent

structure of educational options and offerings in order to com-

bat social selection without depriving the economy of needed

middle-level manpower. But in-built serial preferences and

incentives seem to sustain the status differentiation of insti-

tutions and result in a drift towards the more traditional

institutions. In other countries, the trend has been to provide,

for a sixnificant portion of the pupils of this age group,

..ppertunities for part-time education and training in conjunc-

tion with employment. Here again, the options are limited in

terms ef life-chances. and career chJices seem to be irreversibly

determined at this juncture of the individual's development.

A likely implication f these trends Is that those count-

ries which are approaching universal education up to this level

will need to develop educational options which enable people to

return to education later, thereby avoiding dad-ends in their

re:sonal development. Any widespread application .f this prin-

cirle cculd mean a major restructuring of the whole of the post-

::mpulo.ry education sector, including hi:.:her and adult educa-

tin, twards a system if recurrent .:ducation.

Recurrent education would, in this context, fulfil a twr.-

f 11 r. 1e. First, it would viler a cecond chance to those

adults w! :-)se lif-chances an( career options are restricted by

virtu, their earlier educatiJial experience. It would

enatl education to k!ive satisfaction to aspirati-,ns and moti-

iati:lis arising in the c!:itarse cf professional career and lir,:



experience. In many Member countries such second chances will

have to be offered primarily at the level of upper secondary

education programmes. Secondly, it would diminish the irrever-

sible character of early educational choices.

In upper secondary education (the 16-19 age group) this

raises intricate prblems concerning the options available to

students, as well as the educational and other experience (work.

but also social experience) to be offered. Polyvalent and truly

equivalent programmes be needed which cover a wider range

of options than is at present available Further, the choice

between further study or a first job is to be made real, the

possibility of a return to studies by those opting for work will

need to be built int the system.

The above trenus raise the central issue of the links

between upper secondary and pest- secondary education, Whether

or not a policy of recurrent education would promote a better

balance between the two, the strains created by massive Indi-

vidual demand for educational opportunities at the post-

secondar level are apparent in moot countries. Everywhere

there have been difficulties in adjusting the system to make it

relevant to these new 'demands, and no country can yet elaim to

have solved the prJblem of effectively relating hi her education,

the aspirations individuals and the needs and ulsorptive

f society for qualified people.

Traditionally, the system ':as been divide4 into main see-

tor,-,: one, larrely oriented towards ocati-,n and eancerned

primarily with technical and teacher training, is i:enerally

under close governmental control: the second, comprising mainly

the university sector, has en:'oyed relative freedom in pursuing

broader educational coals in teartino; and research. In spite

f a trend in many countries *:wards a dilutim -f this binary

structural Pram. -work, differ,:nt instituti-mal type', creating

distinct "channels" with clear differences f aocial, academic

and professional status, stilt prevail in rest countries.

The response to this has been ,7rwing recognition ef the

need for liversificatiQn. In practice this has meant the setti.7

up f new higher education Instituti.ms tc meet .spacial needs

and/nr target ppul,.tiJa: the intr-ducti: f refcrme -r new

programmes within exi,;ti.1(,Ainstitutine: and a =ve towards

closr affiliation with -Adult edlicatif-n prno.ramres, with ,rater

freed- m 1' vmnt in b:-th ..p.uth and adult ;:r,,iramine::, based -n

transf,:rable credits f -r work d ne -r r. intemdiate

cati ms. Th `.re i. in ,,thr w r!:, is _wuri.. ,-rater



diversification of access and options to higher education, in

terms of space, time and study.

It is as yet too early to assess what the likely success

,f this move may be. Some existing evidence suggests that the

prevailing value and reward structures, which separate the

universities from the rest of the system, constitute an obstacle

to the development of such diversified systems of mass

higher education. However, a considerable number of imaginative

new policies are now in the early stages of development, and

it is possible that the necessary incentives can be provided

by which a diversified post-secondary education system may

become acceptable as an effective and equitable alternative to

the traditional one.

The Search for Curriculum Relevance

The array of socio-economic development, and advancements

which form the backe.round to recent educational growth, changes

in the demands and needs of society and of the individuals who

function within it have all necessitated a re-examination and

re-rganisation of the core of the -rganised teaching/learning

;:recesues, which revolves around problems .f the curriculum.

The main trends in seheelim: during the last two decades, as they

have affeeted the errieulum and the major areas of change, and

hioi, will eontinu to inlurel eurri !favelopment well

int. the 1!... s have been analz7.Y.i in oonsiderabl., detail in a

rf .1Etn1 studies. (1

The shift in curriculum c ncern which has been taking

pla- oars be briefly summed up as f-11-ws: in the 1i':us and

-arly 1 when the acalemic urriculum was the pride of most

yotems and iLtelleetual devel-,pment the overriding purpose of

the ..eh ..1. the emphazeis was en updatire. rf subject eontent to

-,atch up with the latest dvelpments in knowledge. This was

:artieuiarly ze in science and mathematics. which were the

:^a; j-r pre ,:cupati,41 in the post-sputnik peril. Rapid educa-

4i.nal gr wth and changing c ci;-e,I.In-mic circumstances 1d

1) 5,,e espe!ially: f:urrieulum Imrr-wement anl Educational
.-ment 1 i6f): The Nature f the .iirriculum frrr

r;,Ies and Onwards. (ECIV-:ERI. 1W"): Stiles
D-v-l-nment 'En/':Ekl. Fduca'.i.nal
D-;:i,T an! Impl.(.m.!ntati'n .f Leamim Sy:tem.!. tECUPX111.



to increased attention as to how the scope of the curriculum

could be broadened to encompass socio-economically relevant

problems. This has been accompanied by recognition of the need

to adjust the curriculum to the varying needs and personality

of the individual, the development of new styles of learning

emphasising independent learning and leading to individualised

curricula, without neglecting the socialising role which the

curriculum Should retain in a pluralistic society.

These developments have been accompanied by efforts to use

educational technology - the computer, the language laboratory,

television, etc. - as great potential inroads which would change

the nature of the teaching/learning process. This has not

proved to be the case, partly because the educational system

has not been able to accommodate these technologies, and partly

because the technologies themselves have not yet demonstrated,

despite considerable experimentation, that they can do better

than the more traditional approaches within the system. The

technologies are certainly not dead but their usefulness will

need to be radically rethought in the coming years, with par-

ticular reference to the specific educational tasks, such as

the mass education of adults, for which new technologies may be

particularly effective.

The stages indicated above have, to varying degrees,

affected all levels of education against the background of

strong historical and cultural traditions which still condition

the prevailing value structures in education in different

societies. When compulsory education was limited to the primary

stage, its main purpose was literacy and numeracy; the non-

compulsory secondary stage that followed was basically an

"academic" curriculum designed on a subject discipline basis

with an ultimate eye to university education. Technical and

vocational courses were separate and held in low esteem. When

compulsion was extended to the first grades of the secondary

stare, the existing "academic" curriculum was largely adopted

despite its inappropriateness for a large number of children;

vocational education remained neglected and debased. One major

trend has been to modify this curriculum in the direction of

making it relevant tc those children who will either go no

further in school or only to sixteen. There has also been a

gradual merging of general/academic with technical/vocational

education within a growing orientation period of common educa-

tional experience.



Closely linked with this has been a general movement, at

all stages, to make the curriculum more relevant to the age,

understanding and interests of children and less to the future

development of the subject disciplines. Thus, fundamental

changes have occurred at the primary level in a number of

Member countries, almost unnoticed and without a vast investment

of funds or any specific political decisions. These changes

have been marked by a movement away from a subject-centred

curriculum towards one which is child-centred, to an attempt to

base the learning of the child on his own interests and to pro-

vide the atmosphere in which he can best learn. Recently the

emphasis for a basic change in educational offerings has moved

down into the pre-primary area, due to the belief that inter-

ventions to support the growth of the child should be made as

soon as possible before the effects of social and cultural

deprivation become difficult to counteract.

A similar trend is beginning to affect the nature of school-

ing for the 16-19 age group. The dichotomy between the overtly

academic nature of schooling for one group of pupils and the

vocationally oriented courses for others at this age has long

been under scrutiny. There is a search for a better mix of

studies to combat social selection, to diversify the options

available as between "regular" schooling and other kinds of

further education.

Behind these trends lies a considerable broadening of the

concept -f the objectives of education and their relative

importance; for example, that understanding is more important

than repetition; that learning how to learn is more important

than what is learnt; that the development of the individual, hi:

attitudes, his standards, is as important as the acquisition of

knowledge; that expression and creation should be enjoyed by all;

that oral skills are as - or more - important than written skills

for the average person.

Parallel to the pressure for change arising from a recon-

sideration of objectives is the pressure for new understanding

of how children learn. Most importantly this has involved the

recognition of the key role of motivation and the intelligent

use of the natural interests of children. Again, active learn-

ing in 'rich the student interacts directly with materials -

books, work sheets, etc. - with other students, with teachers.

is recognised as more effective than passive learning in which

children receive information from a teacher. The "discovery"
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of principles by pupils can lead to better motivation and under-

standing than explanation by a teacher. Finally, children learn

at different rates and in different ways both because of differ-

ences in ability and interest but also from day to day

according to thei:' concentration: therefore the "lockstep"

process of class teaching in which all children proceed at a

given pace has to give way to a more flexible system of indi-

vidualised or small-group learning.

Out of these pressures for change have emerged new subject

content, new organisation of certain subjects in integrated

groups, new method: in the erganisation of teaching and learn-

ing. Curriculum ,iev-l-pment has thus gradually begun to

respond by attempt:: t set up projects which ever broader areas

of the eurriculum, !.n-ugh thin trend is thwarted ))y the still

zealusly guardeJ subject discipline.

In summary, a picture of education in schools is emerging

which reflects the f:,11.3wing characteristics, which are likely

t be the major fcrces for change in the next two decades:

- the seh-ol is becoming increasingly regarded more as an

agent of change. or at least a means by which both the

individual and society can accommodate change, than as

a transmitter of the culture;

- stress is being placed on a curriculum relevant to the

manifold goals of education and extending learning

eppertunities over a life-time:

- thus, the curriculum, particularly at secondary level,

is hemin,7 a br,-ad ne, being delayed and

open:

- -uch basic eimnvions of present iucational structures

as xamination praetices, ef progress, time

schedules, ci-lupinr: praetie2, a7c-::me:dation are l'eint7

radically lhanel;

- emphasis is 5:hiftinr! fr:m +eachinr. tc learnin; frm. the

f ,Inderstandilw .f

fr,r. I,:arnin,7 of 1,,!arninr hr,w t1

fa m thr af41.1i.;ition tc the levelopment f

p.rs-,nal and attitu.1.:::: all the: .e ar reflect e'.

in a + ward:. in,!..p,n:e.ht :nall-er,up lfearnin:';

- 1,0 ! ro.:..art--! a:1 a !.717.,init::

-n wn, ::tat itc wn ra!e.;.

is n-w ::-n a: an ,:xtensin f thef --xlmunity, an

zynt )m w.ich f(-ms a Tart wh in



regard, roles and relationships, responsibilities for

decision-making, policy determination, and even instruc-

tion are extended beyond the traditional boundary of the

school;

- a greater understanding has emerged of the ...-.:reas-

Ing power of the informal education system, particularly

of the mass media; with this comes perhaps a conscious

attempt to use this informal system as an instrument for

- cr a supplement to - the formal system.

Qualitative Chaves in the Teachin Force

The teacher recruitment effort, which shows significant

overall improvement in teacher/student ratios in the late 1960s,

was all the more substantial in that it had to offset, in a

number of countries, the deterioration which had occurred in

such ratios in varying degrees between ''O and 1965.(1) In

view of the primacy of this objective, it is understandable

that other qualitative changes directly concerning the teaching

force could only be implemented in more recent years. Such

changes have been increasingly facilitated by a rise in poten-

tial teacher supply consequent on the growth and restructuring
of at-secondary education.

In the first place, over recent years, the percentage of

teacher' regarded as "'unqualified" under national recruitment

re1 e*iemn haP fallen. In primary education, this percentage

is 0 -sidom above 10 per cent. While the improvement is also

considrabl in secondary education, it is more uneven at this

level, insofar as certain countries till have difficulties in

recruitinr teach' :rs f scientific and nuOects and of
ar : and i.rraftn. Alth..ugh rluirf!monts are not

r!gi.,1 in 1.1.01r c.ducatiln, it 3h..uld n,:v.rth-1,:sts to notAA

that in alm.,nt all. Member countries, it is th,. disproportionate

inc,;.uuo in th., catee,ri0c of limer statu nni1 that has

ma!" it p Esibl to m.p:t 'Iman: and in!.!. 3taff/stu-
!n at the tertiary 1v :I.

I) ::.- in parti:!ul.%r the Trainin;!, 11,.(.ruit.m,nt
T,a,-h-r.: in Pri:nar;" an:

7.r.c:n,! in :;t%ff in
tt7777ttur:ati.m.7112; n ?r 1.:0!,na-
.i nal ;r -Aril." "TF:a.Un,7 urc-:. :,,ructural

D5cual :nt, 1q71.



Secondly, this development has been accompanied by the

upgrading of certain teacher training institutions, particu-

larly primary teacher training colleges, where the trend now is

for the provision of essentially post-secondary courses. In

some countries, this trend has been accompanied by the creation

or strengthening of links with the university; in a very few

countries, such training colleges have actually been integrated

into the university. Similar changes have occurred in the train-

ing of teachers of technical and arts and crafts subjects, in

order to bring recruitment of these categories of teachers

closer to the level of teachers of general subjects.

Thirdly, in order to give greater prominence to general

education and the new disciplines necessary for greater cohe-

sion of theoretical and practical training, the duration of the

latter has recently been extended in training colleges for

teachers of primary and sometimes of short- or first-cycle

secondary courses. A similar but less marked trend has been

recorded for future teachers of traditional secondary classes

who receive more extensive practical training after and/or

during their years at university, in close contact with the

schnnls.

Despite these manifest changes, recent work by the OECD(1)

has brought out the latent disparity between the new role of tho

teacher *s it emerges from the implementation of educational

reform plans and the means - particularly at the level of train-

ing - by which he can be enabled to perform such a role efficient-

ly. Not enough attention, for example, has been paid to changes

in teachers' attitudes and behaviour as a necessary condition

for innovation; only in a very few exceptional cases has any

consideration been given to the training and attitudes of

teacher-trainers. Recognition of this deficiency has spread to

the entire higher education sector and a few countries are

currently examining means of improving teacher recruitment and

training for a rapidly evolving post-secondary education.

A younger teaching force, resulting frlm the massive

recruitment drive, means that more teachers, trained according

to standards that have nn the whole remained traditional, will

stay on longer in a system that has to change and in which -lie

of the principal agents of change is the teacher. Only an

intensive programme of in-service training can meet this n,.ed.

1) The Teacher and Educational Change: A New !tole, r)(71A,

laris, 1974.



To offset the lower qualifications resulting from periods of

shortage, and also to encourage teachers to adjust to their

new functions, many countries have initiated, frequently in

conjunction with the teachers' representatives, refresher

courses to be taken inside and/or outside their teaching

assignments. Such activities are indicative of gaps in initial

training, and pilot experiments are being developed in some
countries with a view to its reform. However, owing to lack of

co- ordination and inadequate resources, these activities have

not yet given the full results expected. Behind such efforts
lies the difficulty of clearly determining the teachers' own
needs. Recent progress in securing participation of the vari-

ous groups concerned in school development - particularly of

teachers - might point the way to how the efforts which have

been made for some time now in the continuing training of

teachers can be rendered more effective.

Improvements in School Building

The developments outlined above have led to completely new
approaches to the problems of school building and are reflected
in many different ways in recent school plans. Standard class-
r:,ome have given way to a great varitty of forms of teaching

spam There are still areas for formal instruction, lectures

r dmnnstratinns, but these are replaced in part by space for

work in small croups, for discussions, for seminars; by space

for independent study and investigation; by working space for
teams of teachers to discuss common projects and prepare teach-

ine. materials; and by .special areas to accommodate the new
teaching/learning resources. Such variety aims at providing a
71,ser match between the vastly increased range of educational

activities and the corresponding facilities needed in terms of
r.patial requirements, equipment and furniture, services and
environment.

':-:upled to this is the emergence .f much deeper and less

r-gclarly eellular plans arising from the need to ,:lonely

comparatively large areas -f accommodation and

reflecting the trend away from rigid subj.nt specialisation

t:wardc the ir,!,i-ratic.0 ,f 4cLivis, A common theme discern-
is -,ft.,n a quality indetermination, reflecting the need

fr.r t,achers to be able J.ize a learning opportunity and to
struetur- a tea2hing ;:ituatitn ar :t. The breakdown .f the



class-centred structure demands alternative approaches to the

problems of administrative and pastoral organisations each

pupil must have a place with which he can identify - a "home"

or "base" in which he can meet his friends, keep personal pos-

sessions and where he can find and be found by the member of

staff responsible for his welfare and progress in the school.

In addition, the changing relationships between teacher and

pupil call for an ambiance less institutional in character than

is tften the case. Carefully chosen furnishings and finishes

help give a more domestic feeling: soft upholstery, carpets,

curtains and pictures increasingly form a part of the vocabulary

of sch-o1 building design.

The search for new answers to the new problems necessitates

a eertain freedom of choice for school building I ?signers and a

consequent plurality of solutions. It can only be successful

if backed by strong research and development works the con-

tinu us analysis of educational and technological developments;

the testing of the results of those investigations in individual

projects; and feedback of experience gained. This requires wide

participation and consultation in decision-making by public

representatives, officials, parents, teachers, etc., and new

forms of collaboration between educationists, administrators

and ar,hitects.

All this takes considerably more effort and time than in

the past and prints to the necessity for long-term planning

and prGgramming of school building investment so that suffi-

cient time can be given to the consultation, briefing and de-

sign stageF. at the level of the individual school. The economic

Frocurement of school buildings and the effective matching of

facility prevision to the new educational requirements will

thus, in the final analysis, be determined by the ability of

the institutional arrangements to adapt to the changed and

:hanging conditions.

New rs,Ictives for Educatimial Change - The Emergence f New

nr.:ture:: fr mnt and Inn:-/ation

The above trends ohow that the rapid growth of education

In the last w-nty years in the OE CD countries has resulted in

a f7.rmidable array of ehanges in all aspects of the educational

pr.7,.ss. It is equally clear, however, that no country has yet



succeeded in finding a way of systematically improving the

effectiveness of education in relation to its new role in

society.

Since 1945. and especially during the 1960s, there has

been a rapid growth of educational research and development (in

the region of 500-600 per cent) mainly towards R & D directed

to the solution of practical problems in the educational system,

as against the more traditional academically oriented research.

The trends in this direction have been reviewed in an OECD

survey.(1) In spite of this apparently spectacular increase in

effort, however, the proportion of resources allocated to

R k D in relation to total education budgets remains, in most

countries, surprisingly low(2); moreover, no country appears

as yet to have found a satisfactory solution tc he problem ,f
relating R & D to policy objectives.

One of the reasons for this is the realisation that,

whilst research and development can play an important role in

changing educational systems, other factors for change (such as

the training of teachers and the decentralisation of decision-

making) have to be brought into the picture. The consequence

has been that Member countries are increasingly searching for

policies for innovation, in which R & D plays an essential but

not exclusive role. New institutions have emerged in many

!euetries, and new roles have been assigned to the existing

arms of educational administration. These rant;" from the

Swedish concept of "rolling reform"; the United Kinedomes

emphasis on the encouragement and support of initiatives in the

schools themselves, via a Schools Council; the endeavour of the

United States' federal authorities to use R & D as the means of

stimulating the change process in the American school system,

leading to the recent establishment a National Institute of

Education, and the establishment in France of new institutions

to give logistic support to a series .)f fundamental educational

reforms at the national level. At the international level, the

0:.:CD Centre for Educational Risearch and Innovatten was estab-

lished in 1967 to devel-..p co-operation between Member countries

in these fields.

These developments are now so widespread that they amount

to a concerted endeaveur to transftrm the structure of

1) "Research and Development in Fduoation", 0E1D DociAment,
Paris, 1.'74.

2) For the majority of the European Member countries, the pro-
portion is between .1 and per cent.



educational administration in such a way as to ensure a con-

tinuing and effective process of change, An OECD report on

Strategies for Innovation in Education(1) attempts to draw the

lessons from the various experiments at the central, regional

and local levels in OECD countries to initiate and implement

educational changes.

These efforts in education to develop an effective innova-

tive process are part of a wider process of social change. New

patterns of growth, which reflect the increasing importance of

social objectives and aspirations in the OECD countries, are

leading all countries to commit an incri,asincr share of national

resources to sectors such as education, health and the arban

environment. Ways and means of ensuring the effective use of

these growing expenditures has become a high priority for

governments. The definition of effectiveness and therefore the

directions of innovation have to reflect both the community's

options with regard to a future society, and the growing par-

ticipation -f individuals in decisions which affect their daily

lives. Further, the development cf t} se new social services

in education, health an'l many other fields, is leading to new

forms of mixed public and private initiative which defy the

classical differentiation between the public and private sector.

In sum, p.alcies for innovation in social areas such as :duce-

tion and health must be interrelated and come to mean nothing

less than policies to formulate and promote the fundamental

social changes which will be a central issue in the 1970 .

In this connection, the analysis in the report would seem

to imply that the most challenging force for educational innova-

tion in the 1970s will be the recognition that education and

training are a right of adults as well as of young pe,tple. For

this will change not only the objectives of educational policy,

but also the instruments available to governments for achieving

these objectives, the public and private resources available to

the education and training system, and the institutiono (much

wider than schools and universi.ies) inv,,lved in the ducational

-111avour.

1) C'a3e Studies f,f Edur:atinal 7 V. nECDPEia,
saris. 197A.



Annex

STATISTICAL SOURCES

Tables 1. 2. 3 apd 5

Australia : Figures supplied by the Australian Authorities.

Austria : 1969

Die allgemeinbildenden hdheren Schulen;

Die mittleren and hdheren technischen und

gewerblichen Schulen;

Die mittleren und ht$heren kaufsitinnischen

Schulen;

Die mittleren und hiheren berufsbildenden

Trauenschulen und die Soziallehranstalten;

Das land und forstwirtschaftliche Schulwesen;

Die Lehrer und Ersieherbildung;

Die berufsbildenden Pflichtschulen;

Osterreichische Schulstatistik;

Statistischea Jahrbuch.

Belgium Annuaire atatistique de lienseignement 1966-67;

Early Childhood Education in Belgium, CERI/OECD,

Paris, 1972 (mimeo.).

Canada Education in Canada, a Statistical Review for

1960-61 to 1970-71;

and information supplied by the Canadian

Authorities.

Denmark Statistisk Arbog 1972;

Uddannelsesstatistik;

and figures supplied by the Danish Authorities.

Finiand Statistik Arsbog 1970;

Educational Growth Enquiry, Country Replies,

OECD, Pario, 1970 (mimeo.);

Basic Education Series, OECD, 1972 (mimeo.);

Pre-primary: unpublished data collected by

CERT/oECD;

and figures supplied by the Finnish Authorities.
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France Tarleaux de l'Educatitn natl.nale 1972;

and figurez Eapplied by the French Apthorities.

Germany Fieurco napplied by the German Auth:)rities.

Greece icure:1 :tupplied by -fte Greek Auth)ritieL4.

Iceland Yearbook of Nordic Statistico, 1970.

Ireland An ho inn oideachais 1v0/6c, p. t. and p. 17;

Pre-primary': unput,licthed data collected by

CERI/OECD;

Ca/HI-2(72) II P, oct .tjer 1972, CJuncil of Europe,

Otra..a:obre.

Italy Not. e Ls.titbt.:

central di : :tat is

Early Childh...)d Eduoati,n in Italy. Ci.iii/OF.013,

Pnrir. 197P, (mimeo);

Yearvo:k 1971:

di ;:tat:tica.

Japan ; it: t14; t11! 1J71;

and figurev by the oapanel:c

1. ixemL Ur ;; ARLAUIVe 1 371;

de itEd:wati:n nati-nale, April, ,!:Ine,

.1.11:: and ''47".";

Pro-primary: 'inpubliched data collected ay

t!. c'

NJrwa.,.

:fidorvi.:nin.-at:.:tlki,: IT/ ;

Paia, 197',
(mimeo) ;

and tne

Estatisticas da Educa7ao 1971;

-; . i : rt,w)ece

.t:.

.pain -7';

, la n
ard . tht-

.:weden Ar.:

.

.);



Switzei.land : Statistical Yearbook 1971;

Statistique scolaire suisse 1968/69;

Basic Education Series, OECD, Paris, 1972,

(mimeo.).

Turkey : Eneuete sur ',expansion de llenreignement,

reponse des pays, onD, Paris, 1970,(mimeo.).
United Kingdom: Statistics of Education.

United States : Primary Enrolment, October 197o;

and figures supplied by the U.S. Authorities.
Yugoslavia : Educational Growth Enquiry, Country Replies,

OECD. Paris, 1970, (mimeo.).

Table 4

Australia 1970

Figures supplied by the Australian Authorities.

Figures quoteC for Australia relate to new en-

trants to universities, colleges of advanced

education and teachers nollges only; new en-

trants figures for technical and other post-

secondary colleges were not available for

inclusion.

: PP,

-

Tei:. 1, 1)f)9/7 , and 25.

- N:,n-lniver::it-: Die mittleren urn hoheren

fechnihen und :;:hulen 197n/71

2, Tat.. 1.7,1:

Di' mittiereL und %Thern :-eruf..Lildonden

Frauenhulen nd
!97471, p. -!, 4. :
Die Lehrer .nd Er.::t:her:i. Tab. c,. )3;

nr nWher
lnivert:iV tee:, 6..ed

Lf:W 1r0 -17a il4tle.

went: in the !'ir.:f ti the "Lel,r,,,tine

:1L etl..rniL'CSh tech..isch«, Arrifetten" were

e.:timate. and am:.a.ted to (y. per cent ,f the

total entry.



Belgium :

Canada :

Denmark(1) :

1970

Data supplied by the Belgian Authorities.

Data supplied by the Canadian Authorities.

1970

- garersity: De Videregaende Uddannelser

1960-1970:

Universitits p. 73

Schools of Architecture

School of Pharmacy

Dental College

Engineers' Academy

Technical university

De Videregikende Uddannelser 1971: Veterinary

and agricultural college, page 53.

- Non-university,: De Videreggende Uddanneleer

1960-1970:

Colleges of technology p. 73

Teacher training colleges

(primary and lower secondary)

Academies Gf music

School of librarianship

De Videregaende Uddannelser 1971:

Teacher training colleges

(kindergarten) p. 110

Domestic science teacher training

co] eges

Institute of physical education

Schools of social work

Midwifery school

College of physiotherapy ft

New entrants into schools of economics and

business administration were estimated

(approximately 14 per cent of the total). The

following schools have been excluded, for lack

of data: colleges of educational studies,

building schools, schools of painting and

sculpture. nursing schools.

Finland 1970

Central Statistical Office of Finland,

Statistical Reports KO 1972: 4 and KO 1971: 20.

1 ) See Classification of Educational Systems, OECD, Paris, 1972.
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Italy : 1969

Istituto centrale di Statistica: Annuario

Statistic° dell' Tstruzione Italiana 1971:

scuole di ostetricia: tay. 155 p. 293;

Diplomi: tay. 142 p. 259; Gruppo scientific°,

medico, etc.: tay. 142 p. 259; Accademie

statali di Belle Arti: tay. 135, p. 253.

Japan : 1970

Statistical Yearbook 1971, pp. 343 to 346.

New entrants in fourth year in Kiita-senmongakko

were estimated (proportion: less than 1 per

cent of total).

Netherlands : 1970

Figures supplied by the Netherlands Authorities.

Norway : 1970

- Non - university: Fag og Yrkesskolor

1/10/70 pp. 28 and 29.

UniveraiLY: NM'S 1971.3, p. 8.

Only those schools for higher non-university

education for which data are available have

been considered (alminnelige laererskoler,

tekniske skoler, social skoler, barnevernskoler,

spesialskoler i sykepleie, grunnskoler i syke-

pleie, skoler for husstell). Other miscel-

laneous schools covering 5 per cent of entrants

were excluded.

Portugal : 1970

Estatisticas da Educacgio 1971, p. 121

Demographic data (supplied by the Portuguese

Authorities) are provisional.

Sweden : 1970

ME/HF-P(72)8, Council of Europe, Strasbourg,

1972.

Turkey : 1970

Figures supplied by the Turkish Authorities.

United Kingdom : 1969

England & Wales

- "Ion - university:

Statistics of Education, Further Education,

Vol. 3, 1969, PP. ;8, '9, 41. 12, 14, 16;

Statistics of Education - Teachers, Vol. 4,

1969, p. 6.
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- University:

Statistics of Education - Universities, Vol. 6,

1969, P. 12;

Statistics of Education - Further Education,

Vol. 3, 1969, pp. 21, 23, 24, 27.

Scotland

- Non- university:

Scottish Educational Statistics, 1969,
pp. 82, 83.

- University:

Statistics of Education - Universities, Vol. 6,

1969, p. 12;

Scottish Educational Statistics, 1969,

PP. 80, 81.

Northern Ireland

- Non-university:

Northern Ireland - Education Statistics,

No. 10, p. 71;

Northern Ireland - Education Statistics,

No. 11, p. 71.

- University:

Statistics of Education - Universities, Vol. 6,

169, p. 12.

For further education, new entrants data were

not available and first year students were used

as a proxy.

United States 1970

Figures supplied by the U.S. Authorities.

Yugoslavia 1970

Figures supplied by the Yugoslav Authorities.
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